
Workgroup 3: Sherm Craig 

Thwarting invasive species: aquatic and terrestrial 

Vision Excerpts 

Community groups, land and lake-owner associations, NGOs and the State collaborate to protect water quality. We 

manage the forest using science-based stewardship that helps to protect it against threats of climate change and 

invasive species. 

 Protect waters and forests from degradation and overuse by working cooperatively with NYS Dept. of 

Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the Park Agency (APA) 

The next twenty five years will be a period of painful change in global and American society.  . . .  accelerating climate 

change, environmental disasters -- the list goes on. Our response is to protect our Adirondack resources; the value of the 

Park’s ecosystem services (clean air, clean water, and open space) inexorably rises for both humans and the 

environment. Our forest’s high biodiversity helps keep out invasive species and disease carrying pests. We do more to 

protect our Adirondack waters by investing in limiting spread of invasive species, waste water treatment, storm water 

and farm runoff, and inspections of private septic systems. Our air is vulnerable to pollution and warming outside of our 

control.  The quality of our water is largely in our hands, and we protect it. 

Adapting to climate change brings hard choices with regard to the Forest Preserve, including ways to expeditiously 

control damaging invasive species. We have better science and more options now to keep the Park’s forest lands and 

waters more resilient and resistant to nuisance species, while also providing welcoming habitat for desirable southern 

species moving northward. 

Today, our protected landscape is our prime asset and it will remain a major part of our vision throughout.   

Events 

#105 Changes in Species in the Park Begin to Show 

#95 Advanced Forest Management Helps with Climate Adaptation 

#100 Feral Swine Go Hog Wild in the Adirondacks 

#92 Park Loses Battle to 3 Key Invasive Species 

#98 Inspections and Enforcement of Boat Washing at Most Boat Launches 

#99 Lake Owner Associations Double Spending on Water Quality 

#62 New Stricter Water Quality Regulations Implemented 

#97 Park Becomes Center of Water Quality Research in the NE 

  



 

 



 

 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 


